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ProEd Corp

Board Governance
Responsibilities
• Connect to and represent owners
• Clarify organization’s purpose
• Establish board self-management
processes
• Delegate to executive
• Assure performance
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ProEd Corp

Whom Does the Board Serve?

Stakeholders

Customers

Constituencies

Users

Clients
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ProEd Corp

Whom Does the Board Serve?
Moral Owner/Investors
Board

Partners

Organization

Customers, Partnerships,
Alliances, Community
Sponsors, Vendors, etc.

Beneficiary
An End Result: A Who,
a What (a Benefit), and a Priority
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ProEd Corp

Ownership Focus

Ends
The positive difference that an organization
should make in the lives of people.
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ProEd Corp

Organization Purpose
• Ends: Three Elements
• A group of people
• The benefit they should receive
• An acceptable level of cost for the benefits
produced

• Ends are different and independent
from Means
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ProEd Corp

Ends and Means
• What are Means and how are they
different from Ends?
• For what part of the Means is the
Board responsible?
• For what part of the Means is the
Executive responsible?
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ProEd Corp

Reverse Proof
• Sherlock Holmes’ Approach
• You have 3 suspects to a crime
• You can prove that 2 aren’t guilty
• The third person must be guilty
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ProEd Corp

What are Means?
Ends

Anything that is not an End
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ProEd Corp

Means: Board & Executive
Ends
Board
Means

Executive
Means
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ProEd Corp

What are Executive Means?
Ends
Board
Means

Executive
Means

Anything that is not a
Board Means
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ProEd Corp

Acceptable Executive Means?
Ends
Board
Means
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ProEd Corp

Two Approaches
to Board
Delegation

ProEd Corp

Two Approaches to
Delegation
• Approval - do nothing unless given
permission
• Theory X

• Limitations - do whatever it takes to
achieve the Ends, unless restricted
or required
• Theory Y
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ProEd Corp

Delegation
• Responsibility
• Tasks and Results

• Authority
• The right to make decisions

• Accountability
• Responsible to fix it
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ProEd Corp

Approval
Ends
Board
Means

?

Approved Executive
Means

Creates a parent-to-child relationship
requiring permission and forgiveness
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ProEd Corp

Limitations
Ends
Board
Means

Unacceptable
Executive
Means

Acceptable
Executive Means
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ProEd Corp

Board Policy Manual
The Written Voice of the Board
• Ends
• Board Means
• Board Self-Management
• Board-Executive Relationship
• Executive Limitations
* Based on and adapted from
John Carver, Boards that Make a Difference.
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ProEd Corp

Outcome Chain
Means
Input
Resources

Process
Modification
of
resources

Ends
Output
Products
Services
Programs

Outcomes

Benefit to
Community

Goals
>99%

<1%
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Monitoring
• Creates Accountability
• Limitations create a clear line for corrective action
• Monitoring ensures that corrective actions are taken

• Little monitoring happens in traditional
governance approaches
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ProEd Corp

Monitoring
Ends
Board
Means

Choice produces significantly
greater ownership and
accountability

Unacceptable
Means

Monitor
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APPENDIX A.2
DUSD POLICY GOVERNANCE OBSERVATION FORM
Observer:

GROUP PROCESS

(Scale 1 = none or poor, 5 = frequent or excellent)

Category

Behavior

Agenda

The agenda evidences a
focus on Board topics rather
than staff topics.

Ends

The Ends are monitored
and referenced to guide
direction.

Means

Discussions of Means are
limited to only Board
Means.

Adherence to
Written Policies

The Board and its officers
follow the policies and act
on reasonable
interpretations of the
policies.

Adherence to
Policy
Procedures

The Board monitors all the
appropriate policies in the
manner described in the
policy.

Reflection

The Board shows evidence
of reflecting on its own
conduct.

(Other)

Observations/Weight (1-5)

INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTIONS
Category
Participation in
Discussion

Behavior
Percentage of Board
members that participated
in discussions.

Individual vs.
Policy Focus

Instances of members
advancing individual
agendas.

Consensus
Support

Evidence of support for
consensus authority.

Reference to
Board Policies
Suggested
Policy Changes/
Clarification
Policy
Governance®
Clarification
Process
Improvement

Reflection

Number of references or
quotes of Board policies.
Number of suggested
changes to or clarification of
Board policies.
Number of discussions
involving a clarification of
Policy Governance®
Number of proposals or
suggestions for an
improvement to a Board
process.
Give evidence of reflection
on own conduct.

Comments/Suggestions:

(Scale 1 = none or poor, 5 = frequent or excellent)

Observations/Weight (1-5)
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INTRODUCTION:
The Governing Board of Dysart Unified School District (DUSD) is committed to
conducting its official business through and in the framework of Policy
Governance. To that end, years of preparation, training, and policy review have
been undertaken. During the 2012 - 2013 school year, the Board approved and
adopted the final, new and revised district policies to align to policy governance
standards. The Board also committed to the development of future policy to those
standards as well as to the conduct of its meetings and other Board processes in
alignment with policy governance standards.
An important component of policy governance is for the Board to commit to a
process of self-evaluation, as it relates to policy governance practices adherence.
To facilitate that evaluation, the Board established a process by which a team of
trained, Board “observers” would monitor Board practices and report
anonymously on those practices through the policy governance consultant to the
Board.
The observation process has now been in effect for over six months. The
observers have done reasonably well living up to the requirement to submit
reports to the consultant within two business days of each Board meeting.
Further, this implementation period provides a valid and reliable span of time
upon which to analyze Observer reports and provide initial feedback to the Board.
A summary of that analysis follows:
ANALYSIS OF BOARD OBSERVER REPORTS
Relative to the policy governance category of “GROUP PROCESS,” and the six
subcategories comprising it, the following observations are important:
1. Agenda: “The agenda evidences a focus on Board topics rather than staff
topics.” – The MEAN rating is 4.9 (out of a 5 point scale) with 5.0 being high
performing. This rating and analysis suggest that agendas are being well
developed and are absent any significant breaches of policy governance
standards.
2. Ends: “The Ends are monitored and referenced to guide direction.” – The
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3.

4.

5.

6.

Mean score is 4.0. The rating and analysis suggest good adherence by the
group to monitoring Board “Ends.” There seems to be consensus that the
Board focus on the review and implementation of the strategic plan was
particularly well done. Apparently, creating further understanding within
the Board that, in the adoption of the budget, it establishes “Ends,” could
further strengthen the Board’s performance in this area. The Board should
strive to improve on focusing only on “Ends” without becoming further
involved in detailed, budget, item analysis unless necessitated by the
occurrence of unaccomplished “Ends.”
Means: “Discussions of Means are limited to only “Board Means.” – The
AVERAGE rating is 3.75. There appears to be a fair to good performance
related to this standard. In contrast, however, it was reported in several
instances, that the Board violates Policy governance standards when
discussing “job descriptions.” The details of a job description, outside of
that for the Superintendent or as may be referenced in any specific Board
Policy, violates Policy governance standards in that they are not Board Ends
or Means.
Adherence to Written Policies: “The Board and its officers follow the
policies and act on reasonable interpretations of the policies.” – The MEAN
rating is 3.38. There appears to be fair to good adherence to written
policies. It seems, the Board struggles with its policy governance role as it
relates to matters of operational restructuring, staff positions, and job
descriptions.
Adherence to Policy Procedures: “The Board monitors all appropriate
policies in the manner described in those policies.” - The MEAN rating is
3.57. Once again, there appears to be fair to good conduct relating to
Board Procedures. As suggested earlier, the Board needs to limit its
involvement in human resource matters to Board Ends and Means and
attempt to avoid engaging in operations.
Reflection: “The Board shows evidence of reflecting on its own conduct.” –
The MEAN rating is 2.75. – There is little or no evidence that, as a group, the
Board spends time reflecting on its own conduct. There is little evidence of
public, self-evaluation. Such activity could be very beneficial to the Board
as well as to the over-all, organizational climate, by way of a positive
example.

Relative to the category of “INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTIONS,” and the eight sub3

categories comprising it, the following observations are important:
1. Participation in Discussion: “Percentage of Board members that participated
in discussion.” - The MEAN rating is 4.7. This high rating suggests that
individual Board members are participating and are engaged in the
activities of the Board.
2. Individual vs. Policy Focus: “Instances of members advancing individual
(private) agendas.” – The MEAN score is 2.57. This poor to fair measure
suggests that, too often, individual Board members engage in discussion or
comments reflective of their own, personal circumstances, points of view,
personal biases, or individual agendas, as opposed to representing the
interests of the “Owners” as defined by Policy Governance. There were
reports that occasionally board members may be confusing their roles as
Board members with their own parenting roles.
3. Consensus Support: “Evidence of support for consensus authority.” – The
MEAN score is 4.5. This high score suggests that the Board is increasingly
conscious of the need to perform and act by consensus.
4. Reference to Board Policies: “Number of references or quotes of Board
policies.” – The MEAN score is 2.25. Apparently, too infrequently, individual
Board members make reference to Board Policy. This suggests a lower than
appropriate focus on policy in their primary role as makers and agents of
that policy.
5. Suggested Policy Changes/Clarification: “Number of suggested changes to
or clarification of Board policies.” – The MEAN score is 2.0. Given the
relatively low number of reports of incidences of suggested policy changes,
there are two possible interpretations of relevance: a) the recently revised
and/or approved changes are adequate and serve the District’s needs; or b)
individual Board members lack the confidence, expertise and/or motivation
to suggest changes at this level.
6. Policy Governance Clarification: “Number of discussions involving
clarification of Policy Governance” (processes, definitions, standards). – The
MEAN score is 5.0. This score is a little misleading. It reflects the fact that
Observers highly rated the quality of those instances when Board members
did make such inquiries. However, the score should not be overly
emphasized due to the fact that only two such instances were
observed/reported in over six months. This is a procedural limitation that
should be eliminated in future Observer training.
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7. & 8. Process Improvement, Reflection: “Number of proposals or
suggestions for an improvement to a Board process”; and, “Give evidence
of reflection on own conduct.” Relative to these two categories, there is no
MEAN available, since there were no reports in over six months relating to
the observation of these behaviors by Board members. This reality
reinforces the point of view suggested earlier that, as a group as well as
individually, the Board does not engage in reflective, self-study, and/or selfevaluation.
CONCLUSIONS:
Overall, the implementation process of Policy Governance seems to be
progressing in the “fair to good” range. The Board seems to be doing quite well in
coming to and acting in consensus - an important and laudable achievement especially in contrast to its history.
In contrast, improvement seems to be required in two important areas:
1. When it comes to operating and organizational matters affecting
personnel, the Board tends to cross over from its policy governance role
into attempts to influence (dictate?) operating “Means.”
2. The Board, both collectively and individually, should demonstrate a
commitment to both group and individual reflection and self-evaluation as
it relates to conduct and performance. This can be an important element
in improving overall organizational climate. If faculty, staff, students, and
the community observed a commitment to assessment and accountability
by the Board regarding itself, that example could provide the “moral
authority” for the Board to expect the same of the rest of the District’s
stakeholders.
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APPENDIX B
District M & O Positions
New Positions or Additional FTE

Eliminated or Not-Filled Positions

Director of Student Services

Director of Student Services and Athletics

Director of Student Activities and Athletics

Payroll and Benefits Manager

Payroll Supervisor

Benefits and Payroll Supervisor

Assistant Payroll Supervisor
Benefits Supervisor

Accounting Coordinator

Accounting Administrator

Budget Analyst (additional FTE)

Budget Coordinator

